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About This Game

Welcome to ARK BOX Unlimited! A new arcade classic remix with integrated stage editor to create, share and download
unlimited new stages. Try this classic gameplay remix with new features like the planet shield, upgrade system and more.

Survive Bossfights and fight through 36 missions in free game mode with stage select or try out the arcade run survival mode.
Fight for online leaderboard positions and defend different planets and defeat space block invaders. Customize game settings

and master 4 difficulty and speed levels to increase your score ratings. Join the ARK BOX now!

ARK BOX Unlimited features:

- 36 Campaign Missions, Bonus Stages and Bossfights

- Create, share and download unlimited workshop stages

- Unlimited Mouse Speed, Keyboard and Gamepad controls

- Built in Stage Editor with 32 user slots and export function

- Arcade / Survival non-stop and 2 Player local co-op mode

- Classic gameplay mixed with new elements, fully customizable
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- Ark Upgrades to modify weapons, speed and size

- Novel, Classic, Custom or Randomized gamemodes

- Steam trading cards, achievements and leaderboards

- Choose from multiple block and ball styles

- Unique Arcade Sandbox with Sci-Fi setting
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Title: ARK BOX Unlimited
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PolarityFlow
Publisher:
PolarityFlow
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or newer

Graphics: Direct X compatible

Storage: 120 MB available space

English,German,French,Portuguese
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ark box unlimited. ark box unlimited steam

Beautiful art,nice music with good story.
You can play it only right hand to click,enjoy the story slowly.. This game is a port of an ios\/android\/ouya based robot-focused
doom clone with around 4-5 weapons.

PROS:

Having this game on pc is amazing because the controls of the mobile ports are hard to use compared to keyboard and mouse.
the game plays like doom 1-2 only simpler, with less weapons, and each level is rather small with your only objective being to
destroy the generator and make it to the next level's elevator while finding broken walls to shoot, offering secrets.

That being said, the game is fun with each weapon serving a purpose. there's the ammo-regererating shotgun thats the basic
weapon, the rapid-fire projectile-based plasma rifle, the grenade launcher (which is AMAZING and infinitely better than
quake's) and the BFG-type weapon, and those are the only one's i've come across yet there may be more.

The game is definately worth the 5 bucks and the 4 player multiplayer, while it does work, may or not have cheat protection,
and while the split screen from the mobile version is as of yet unimplimented, the bot matches are great, and I haven't tried out
the LAN.

The multiplayer game modes are instakill, mutant, and deathmatch so far, and while basic and limited to 4 players they are fun.
I'm not sure about the lag or if the servers are dedicated, but its fun.

The game is a basic pick up and play great for coffee breaks or for kids, since the main singleplayer has only robots. Just dont
let them play deathmatch, that has blood.

ALSO THE GAME HAS BUILT-IN FOV. ITS NOT 4:3 FOV AND IT MAY OR MAY NOT BE VERTICAL, SO IT GOES
FROM 60 TO 90. 90 being true 90, not 106.26.

CONS

Now for the cons. Game is probably pretty short and on my machine is capped at 60 fps, although since it's a unity engine game
your mileage may vary. Being a Unity engine game, the only options are for built-in resolutions (nothing custom) and i didn't see
a 4k option. Also, there is only one quality option, ranging from low to ultra, and a bloom, vsync, and head bob quality toggle as
well as fxaa and smaa. the PC options are severely lacking, and I'd love to see a way to turn off the depth of field. I suggest
using MEDIUM because that disables all the stupid graphics effects like depth of field while keeping the main textures and core
graphics the best they can be.

The resolutions can easily be bypassed by holding SHIFT when clicking on the game's main .EXE, albeit with a few graphical
glitches related to FLATS (specifically the blue robot blood on the floor)

also, i'm not sure if cheating will be a problem.

And also, the game, while being a measely 5 dollars, is a mobile game with much more simplicity and lack of features than pc
gamers are used to, and it's a unity engine game.

Also, the multiplayer only supports 4 players and i'm not sure there's a way for steam friends to join you.

These are the things i'd like to see:

1. steamworks
the addition of steamworks will only improve the multiplayer.

2. more video options
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from depth of field to other things, this basic addition is sorely needed.

3. PC optimized multiplayer
from bigger maps to more features to maybe more players, I'm sure that if pc-specific features are added this game will be
hugely successful..

UNSURE

Maybe there isn't 144 hz functionality because I never saw it go over 60 fps, but I digress, I do have fastsync on although it
never works.

Also, I'm very unsure if there's any 21:9 support.
TLDR

If you like doom's no-jumping, oldschool, secret-focused gameplay but want a game with simplicity that doesn't require much
effort or risk, then play this game, i'm sure you'll enjoy it.. The good: Colourful, arcade style, nice blend of music and space
shooter, you play your own tunes, replayability is there despite there not being much to do
The bad: Instructions are kinda vague, no multiplayer (not sure how well that'd work), high-ish pricetag for what it is
Good solid fun, once you learn what everything is this game becomes highly enjoyable.. Spooky scary skeletons
Send shivers down your spine
Shrieking skulls will shock your soul
Seal your doom tonight
Spooky scary skeletons
Speak with such a screech
You'll shake and shudder in surprise
When you hear these zombies shriek
We're so sorry skeletons
You're so misunderstood
You only want to socialize
But I don't think we should
Cause spooky scary skeletons
Shout startling shrilly screams
They'll sneak from their sarcophagus
And just won't leave you be
Spirits supernatural
Are shy whats all the fuss
But bags of bones seem so unsafe
It's semi-serious!
Spooky scary skeletons
Are silly all the same
They'll smile and scrabble slowly by
And drive you so insane
Sticks and stones will break your bones
They seldom let you snooze
Spooky scary skeletons
Will wake you with a boo!
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reversed tower defense game, where you have to destroy the towers (slugs) to get through. You have a variety of "heroes" in
your arsenal, the tank, able to withstand a lot of damage, the viking, able to throw lightning on the slugs, "angels" able to cast
shields (and healing), ...

Each hero can wear a hat, giving him some bonuses, like extra damage, extra energy, more hitpoints, ...

It is a worthwile casual game and quite nice to play.
On the downside:
- Some daily quests simply don't work (and some are somewhat stupid\/annoying)
- Some achievements are somewhat bugged. No idea how to get the Leaderboard achievement (I guess, the
Friends\/Leaderboard feature was simply not implemented yet).
- You need to do a lot of grinding to get the more difficult achievements
- The interface is somewhat optimized for tablets. Not a big deal, but I guess, it would be perfect to play it on a tablet on not
with a mouse.

Still, the bugs are mostly minor, I recommend this game to casual players, looking for a reversed tower defense game. Btw.: The
game works flawless on Linux (with Mesa drivers).. Very bad game with bad acceleration and unexpected high graphic
requirements.Also the music was just terrible. 2\/10
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I do not dislike this game but currently in the games state right now, it is not worth $5

This was a fun game for what it is. A basic RTS. I got this game from keymailer for free but im going to make an honest review.
Firstly I love the fact that you get to choose your nationality. You do have to think about what your next move will be. The game
isn't easy

But then comes the problems

First off you are thrown into the game no tutorial, no help button, no nothing The U.I is limited and when you build a building it
doesnt even show up on the background.
Next I LIKE the combat system. But it needs much more polish. It has no animations no RTS just place your dudes and watch
them fight.

Overall Dev please add a tutorial, add more to the U.I and background and polish up the combat system. Then this game will be
worth $5.

Buy it on SALE

Also if you want to watch my livestream of the game here is the link- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrTbnaS_Jvk.
Pleasant graphics, good variety of mechanics and environments, and tons of fun with friends. For only 10$ I'd definitely
recommend it.. It's a fun little game. But it's little. There's barely any content so treat it more like you would space pirate trainer,
a replayable arcade style shooter. Get it on sale.. WORKED FOR A WHILE THEN CONSTANT FLICKERING/ ASKED
FOR REFUND BUT ANY GAMEPLAY LONGER AND TWO HOURS THEY REFUSED! NOT AT ALL HAPPY AND
WONT PURCHASE ANYTHING ELSE THROUGH STREAM
. The story was okay for baby yaga but my God the collectibles were just a task and there was nothing intuitive about then.
Simple and short but super cute.. A B A N D O N W A R E
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